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CO-VULCANIZED MULTI-LAYER
DUAL DUROMETER
Our sport surfaces are
made from two layers of
solid rubber vulcanized
together to form a
continuous, seamless
surface.

SPORT IMPACT
HEAVY WORKOUTS? NO WORRIES.

Sport Impact is a double-layered vulcanized rubber flooring with an extra-thick surface layer that can
resist wear from heavy weights and the most intense sports activities.
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SPORT IMPACT

Whether athletes are powerlifting, core training or using free weights, nothing other than their own fatigue should limit
the intensity of their workouts. Sport Impact ensures the best surface for strength training exercises, capable of
absorbing even the heaviest impact, and offering incomparable safety and comfort.

A weightlifting platform must provide support at the moment of maximum effort. It has to be stable, uniform, and
comfortable, so users can fully concentrate on their workouts. Sport Impact’s two vulcanized layers not only absorb
even the most violent impact from free weights, they also reduce muscle stress and support leg exertion. It’s a
uniform and incredibly weight-resistant solution to support the most intense training.

Even before skaters hit the ice, their blades give arena flooring a serious workout. With its 3 millimeter wear layer,
Sport Impact resists abrasions and cuts, and it’s perfect for common areas and dressing rooms as well.

 

Unsurpassed weight resistance

With its extra-thick 3 millimeter wear layer, Sport Impact resists traction, lacerations, and heavy loads. Ideal for even
the most intense sports activities, it ensures athletes excellent stability due to the embossed non-porous surface, and
the underlayer guarantees uniform shock absorption and dimensional stability.

 

CERTIFICATIONS
Sport Impact Greenguard Certification

Sport Impact Greenguard Gold Certification
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